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Teachers Guide Introduction
About the Readers
The TIME For Kids Nonfiction Readers have been designed to enhance your reading program. They
motivate students to want to read with high-interest, nonfiction content and engaging full-color
photographs. Moreover, the authentic, nonfiction reading experiences they provide, combined with
active literacy and audio assisted learning, can help students develop vocabulary, comprehension, and
fluency skills in accordance with Reading First legislation.
The readers are divided into reading levels. The Early Fluent Plus level (levels 2.5 through 2.9) is
designed for students in the second semester of grade two. Each book in the Early Fluent Plus kit has
24 pages. Within the kit, there are six copies of each of the fifteen titles. The titles within the Early
Fluent Plus kit are as follows:
level 2.5: In the Forest; In the Desert; In the Rainforest
level 2.6: Our Earth; Outer Space; The Solar System
level 2.7: The Brain; The Skeleton and Muscles; The Heart and Lungs
level 2.8: Family Life in the U.S.A.: Then & Now; Communication in the U.S.A.: Then & Now;
Travel in the U.S.A.: Then & Now
level 2.9: George Washington; Martin Luther King, Jr.; Susan B. Anthony
Notes: The various author names assigned to the readers are pseudonyms for Dona Herweck Rice.
The poem on page 21 of this book has been adapted from a poem by Jennifer Overend Prior. The poem
on page 26 is a segment of “The Star” by Ann and Jane Taylor, published in 1806.

Leveling Components
Each TIME For Kids Nonfiction Readers reading level includes a variety of features that delineate that
particular level. The features per level include the following:
Level 2.5
• more challenging theme-specific vocabulary
• more challenging high-frequency words used
• more complex sentence structures
• some frequent use of multiple phrases in one sentence
• increased use of captions and labels
• increased use of diagrams
Level 2.6
• decreased print size
• frequent use of supporting sidebar information
• long stretches of easy text
• amount of text on pages varies
• high-interest topics
• easy text/familiar vocabulary during longer stretches of text
• photos and illustrations support and extend text
• content supported by the text placement
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Teachers Guide Introduction (cont.)
Leveling Components (cont.)
Level 2.7
• some illustrations mixed with photos
• more advanced and sophisticated topics
• sometimes moderate support through visuals
• some whole pages of print
• challenging vocabulary
Level 2.8
• word count exceeds 700
• more sophisticated language structures
• more detail and description
• increased use of dialogue
• more background knowledge required of the reader
Level 2.9
• word count reaches 800
• much text per page
• sophisticated vocabulary
• increased use of time lines
• highly detailed and descriptive
• more abstract concepts and themes
• minimum context support through illustrations

Word Counts, Guided Reading, and Early Intervention Correlations
Word counts are an important aspect of leveling. The word counts from the TIME For Kids Nonfiction Readers,
Early Fluent Plus level, are found in the chart below. Also included are the reading level designations from
Teacher Created Materials (TCM) and the corresponding Guided Reading (GR) and Early Intervention (EI)
levels.

Early Fluent Title

Word Count

In the Forest
In the Desert
In the Rainforest
Our Earth
Outer Space
The Solar System
The Brain
The Skeleton and Muscles
The Heart and Lungs
Family Life in the U.S.A.: Then & Now
Communication in the U.S.A.: Then & Now
Travel in the U.S.A.: Then & Now
George Washington
Martin Luther King, Jr.
Susan B. Anthony
4
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556
558
567
604
622
607
668
690
697
744
739
739
799
798
796

TCM Level

GR Level

2.5
2.5
2.5
2.6
2.6
2.6
2.7
2.7
2.7
2.8
2.8
2.8
2.9
2.9
2.9

I-J
I-J
I-J
K-L
K-L
K-L
L
L
L
L-M
L-M
L-M
M
M
M
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EI Level
20
20
20
20
20
20
20+
20+
20+
20+
20+
20+
20+
20+
20+
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Teachers Guide Introduction (cont.)
Lesson Plan Content
Within this Teacher’s Guide, a four-page lesson plan for each reader focuses on specific reading skills.
Each lesson is correlated to a standards-based scope and sequence of these skills. The scope and
sequence chart can be found in the back of this book.
Individual reader lessons include activities for each of the following components:
Word Study: vocabulary-based activities
Comprehension: activities divided into the following five categories
Introducing the Book: activities to prepare the students for reading
Reading the Book: activities to support reading and make it as successful as possible
Discussing the Book: activities to enhance and deepen the reading experience
Cross-curricular Connections: activities geared toward appropriate areas of the curriculum,
especially science and social studies
Comprehension Activity: an activity to check reader comprehension (can be used in conjunction
with the Assessment Guide)
Fluency: an original poem that corresponds thematically to the reader and activities to support reading
fluency; reference to the Active Literacy CD included in the kit
Assessment: reference to the corresponding activities within the Assessment Guide
Home-School Connections: reference to the corresponding materials within the Home-School
Connections

Active Literacy CD
Included within the kit is an Active Literacy CD which includes recordings of the readers as well as
supplementary activities to support literacy. Students may listen to each reader in its entirety or choose
to hear the books read one page at a time. Phrases are highlighted as the words are read, and students
can click on individual words to hear them spoken.
Please refer to the Start Instructions on the slipsheet of the CD-ROM jewel case for directions on how
to load the Interactive CD onto your computer.
Before using the CD with your students, you may wish to log on as the teacher to set the preferences
you desire and to enter the names of the students in your class.
At the sign-in screen, click the gray bar that reads Teacher. Type your password, which is teacher, and
click Enter.
On the next screen you can type the name of each student in your class. Be sure to click the Add button
after entering each name, or use the Enter (return) key on your keyboard.
You may delete students’ names one name at a time or delete the entire class list from this screen.
If you want students to print a copy of their written exercises as a booklet, be sure the On button under
the word Printing is selected.
If you want to save the files of students recording their own voices for later playback (or what they have
written in the Activities), be sure the On button is selected under the word Saving.
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Teachers Guide Introduction (cont.)
Active Literacy CD (cont.)
Using the Record Feature
1. If you have an external microphone for your computer, a child can record his or her voice reading
the pages of the book. To do this, the child must sign in under his or her name, choose the desired
book title, and choose the Page by Page option from the Activity screen.
2. The Record button needs to be clicked for every two pages as the students move through the book.
So, after recording pages 1 and 2, then clicking the arrow to go to pages 3 and 4, the student will
need to click Record again.
3. To hear what a student has recorded, the teacher can log in as that student, choose the book where
the recording was made, select the Page by Page option from the Activity screen, and go to any
page to play back the student’s recording. Caution: Clicking the Record button will record over
the student’s voice, and the original recording cannot be retrieved.

Student Dictionary and Poetry Book
Within the lesson for each reader are references to student-made dictionaries and poetry books. Pages
67 and 68 can be used as covers for these two books.

Standards-Based Scope and Sequence of Nonfiction Reading Skills
The scope and sequence chart of nonfiction reading standards is organized in an objective/benchmark
format. Look to the objective first and you will see a listing of benchmarks. All of the objectives and
benchmarks here are within grade one reading levels; however, many of the objectives can be met at all
levels of instruction. You will also find these objectives and benchmarks throughout the lessons within
this book.

Indexes
Two indexes have been provided at the back of this book to outline how the TIME For Kids Nonfiction
Readers can supplement the lessons in Exploring Nonfiction: Reading in the Content Areas and Write
Time for Kids, two Teacher Created Materials and TIME For Kids literacy programs. The index links
the themes of the books to the themes of the activity cards in both programs.

Assessment Guide
Within the accompanying Assessment Guide, activities are included to assess vocabulary,
comprehension, and fluency skills. The text of each book is also provided in an easily marked format
so teachers can track students’ progress.

Home-School Connections
Within the accompanying Home-School Connections book, a black-and-white version of each reader
has been provided. Each reader can be easily reproduced and given to students to take home. there is
also a corresponding letter to parents to encourage parental support.
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Lesson Plan for Skeleton and Muscles
Objectives
Scope and Sequence: Standard 1, Benchmarks B, D, and F; Standard 2, Benchmarks A, B, and C;
Standard 4, Benchmarks A and B; Standard 6, Benchmarks A, B, and C; Standard 7, Benchmarks B
and C; Standard 8, Benchmarks A and B; Standard 9, Benchmarks B, C, and E; Standard 11,
Benchmarks E and G; Standard 12, Benchmark B

Skills
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

finding, organizing, and interpreting information
connecting new information to prior knowledge
using graphic features to understand text
using a table of contents
using a glossary
reading and interpreting diagrams
making comparisons
making observations
speculating
creating visual images

Word Study
The activities within this section may be completed before, after, or while reading the book. It is up to
the teacher’s discretion and the students’ needs. Select the activities which best suit your purposes. In
so doing, it is best to complete similar activities for all books within the kit so as to breed familiarity
and, subsequently, comprehension and fluency.
1. Review the important vocabulary of the book. A long list of vocabulary can be found on the
inside back cover of the reader. Here is an abbreviated list of important vocabulary:
blood vessels
minerals
bones
muscles
cardiac
organ
exercise
percent
femur
ribs
fibers
skeletal
joints
skeleton
marrow
skull
2. If you have a classroom word wall, add the vocabulary words to it. Read the words together from
time to time throughout the day to reinforce the vocabulary.
3. Instruct the students to add the vocabulary words to their own dictionaries. If desired, you can
use the cover sheet on page 67 for their dictionaries.
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4. Guide the students in sorting the words into lists, for example phonetic parts such as beginning or
end sounds, word structures such as the number of syllables, or word groups such as those related
to muscles and those related to the skeleton.
5. Develop the students’ vocabulary by naming together words related to the skeleton and muscles.
Write them on the board or chart paper. Your chart may look something like this:
bones
skull
strong
healthy
movement
height
stretch
lift
6. Point out the S sound made in a variety of the vocabulary words. It is made in different ways.
Look, for example, at muscle, skull, percent, exercise, and vessels. What are the different letters
that make the S sound?

Comprehension
Introducing the Book
1. Show the students the book cover and ask them what the subject of the book might be. How do
they know? What clues do they have? What does the cover photograph tell them about the book?
2. Read aloud the book title. Ask the students to suggest other fitting titles they imagine for the
book.
3. As a class, list all the things you know about the skeleton and muscles. Write your list on the
board or chart paper.
4. Ask the students if they have ever seen an x-ray of bones. (If you have one, bring it in to show
them.) If so, let them describe what they look like. Also talk about the bones of animals they
have seen from food they have eaten, such as chicken bones. What do these bones feel like?
5. Ask the students what muscle in their body they think is the strongest. (The reader will tell them
the answer.)
Reading the Book
1. Read the book title together. Read the author’s name.
2. Read the table of contents. Ask the students what it tells them about what they will find in the
book. Show them how to use it.
3. Show the students the glossary. Explain what a glossary is and how to use it when vocabulary is
challenging. (Also, explain to them that a dictionary can be a useful tool when reading
challenging and unfamiliar words.)
4. Read the book aloud to the students, showing them the photographs and illustrations while you
read. Also, track the text by pointing to the words as you read them.
5. As you read the book aloud once more, ask each student to clap once when the word skeleton(s)
or muscle(s) is read.
6. Give each student in a small group a copy of the book and read it aloud, asking the students to
track the text. As you do so, help the students to discover the best way to read diagrams and
sidebars of information. Should they be read in the midst of reading the regular text on the page?
Before reading it? After reading it?
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7. Allow each student to reread the book with a partner, once again text tracking.
8. Finally, have the students read the book independently.
9. To reinforce the reading, read the book together several times throughout the day. You can also
read the book chorally, dividing into groups to read aloud different pages.
Discussing the Book
1. Ask the students to tell you in their own words what this book is about.
2. Invite the students to share what they learned from the book about skeletons and muscles.
3. Ask the students how they can take care of their bones and muscles and keep them strong.
4. Ask the students what it might be like if they had no bones. How about no muscles?
5. Ask the students how bones and muscles work together.

Cross-curricular Connections
Science:
1. If available, show the students a model of a human skeleton. Let them hold the model to get an
idea of its shape and structure.
2. If you have access to them, show the students some real bones from an animal.
3. Introduce the students to exoskeletons. For example, lobsters have tough outer shells that give
shape to their bodies and provide protection. Mollusks and arthropods are animals with
exoskeletons. In order to grow, these animals molt to shed their old exoskeleton and grow a new,
larger one.
Knights of old created an artificial exoskeleton with their armor.
Language Arts:
Let the students write a story about a person made only of bone and another made only of muscle.
What kinds of things can and cannot these two people do?
Physical Education:
Work those muscles and bones in all kinds of fitness activities, from skipping and hopping to playing
basketball and soccer. Have fun!

Comprehension Activity
Ask each student to select either the skeleton or muscles. Then instruct each student to draw a diagram
showing the human skeletal or the human muscular structure. The book should be used as a guide. If
possible, provide other resource books on the skeleton and muscles to help the students.

Fluency
1. Refer to the CD within the TFK Nonfiction Readers kit so that students can practice reading the
book to build fluency.
2. As a class, create a short skit about characters called Skeleton and Muscles. The students should
write and perform the script themselves, likewise creating accompanying costumes and props.
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3. Building upon the book’s vocabulary in order to develop reading fluency, read and repeat the
following poem as a class.
I Can Do It!
“I can do it!” I say with pride,
Because of everything I’ve got inside:
Sturdy bones for shape and size,
Strong, tough muscles to exercise.
I can do it, anything I try;
With my muscles and bones I can almost fly!
4. Discuss the poem. Ask the students how it is like and different from the book.
5. Provide copies of the poem for the students. They can put this and other poems together into their
own poetry books. If desired, use the cover sheet on page 68 for their books.
6. Write the poem on the board or a chart and reread it throughout the day. It can also be read
chorally or put into a melody and sung.
7. Make a book of the poem by cutting appropriate pictures from magazines to illustrate each line of
verse. Alternatively, the class can create an accompanying collage or mural.
8. Challenge the students to write and illustrate skeleton and muscle poems of their own. Let them
share their poems with the class.

Assessment
Refer to the Assessment Guide for directions and an activity that will assess the students’ mastery of the
skills. You will also find an oral reading record to aid in assessing reading progress.

Home-School Connections
See Home-School Connections for a matching black-and-white copy of this book as well as guidelines
for extending the students’ learning into their homes.
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Scope and Sequence of
Nonfiction Reading Standards (cont.)
Objectives and Benchmarks
1. The student can identify the main idea and supporting details of informational text.
A. The student recognizes the importance of identifying the main idea.
B. The student can retell the central ideas of the reading passage.
C. The student can find a specific theme in the reading passage.
D. The student can identify evidence that supports the main idea.
E. The student can restate facts and details in text to clarify and organize ideas.
F. The student uses graphic sources to find the main idea.
G. The student is aware of the strategies necessary to identify the main idea and can use them
independently.
2. The student summarizes and paraphrases information in nonfiction texts.
A. The student reads for important facts.
B. The student finds, understands, and organizes information.
C. The student can extract appropriate and significant information from the text.
3. The student understands the use of vocabulary in context in nonfiction text.
A. The student can determine the correct word meaning of multiple-meaning words in context.
B. The student can use context to resolve ambiguities about word and sentence meanings.
4. The student relates new information to prior knowledge and experiences to aid
comprehension in nonfiction texts.
A. The student can connect to life experiences the information and events in texts.
B. The student can modify existing knowledge based on new concepts encountered in nonfiction
material.
C. The student can apply the nonfiction material to a real-life situation.
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Scope and Sequence of
Nonfiction Reading Standards (cont.)
Objectives and Benchmarks (cont.)
5. The student understands the author’s viewpoint in informational texts.
A. The student can differentiate between fact and opinion.
B. The student uses context to determine the author’s viewpoint.
C. The student understands techniques used to convey viewpoint.
6. The student understands structural patterns and organization in informational texts.
A. The students recognizes chronological, logical, or sequential order.
B. The student recognizes the use of compare and contrast.
C. The student recognizes cause and effect.
D. The student recognizes proposition and support.
E. The student recognizes the progression of ideas.
7. The student uses text organizers to determine the main idea and locate information in
nonfiction text.
A. The student uses the typeface to determine the main idea and locate information.
B. The student uses graphic features to determine the main idea and locate information.
C. The student uses chapter titles to determine the main idea and locate information.
8. The student uses various parts of a nonfiction book to locate information.
A. The student can use a glossary to locate information.
B. The student can use the table of contents to locate information.
C. The student can use the index to locate information.
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Scope and Sequence of
Nonfiction Reading Standards (cont.)
Objectives and Benchmarks (cont.)
9. The student draws conclusions and makes inferences about nonfiction text.
A. The student raises questions.
B. The student makes interpretations.
C. The student makes speculations.
D. The student has reactions.
E. The student makes observations.
10. The student sets a purpose for reading nonfiction material.
A. The student can state the purpose for reading.
B. The student can choose appropriate materials to read.
C. The student can use appropriate reading strategies when reading for different purposes.
11. The student uses questioning strategies to enhance comprehension of nonfiction text.
A. The student is aware that good readers ask questions.
B. The student can categorize questions to promote understanding.
C. The student monitors comprehension while reading and asks questions to clarify confusion.
D. The student can differentiate between larger thought-provoking questions and smaller
clarification questions.
E. The student can organize knowledge to answer a specific question.
F. The student is aware of questions he/she has about text before, during, and after
reading/listening to text.
G. The student can ask questions and support answers by connecting prior knowledge with
information found in and inferred from text.
12. The student uses visualizing strategies to enhance comprehension of nonfiction text.
A. The student uses visualizing strategies to fill in missing information.
B. The student uses prior knowledge and the text to create visual images.
C. The student uses visualizing strategies combining all of the senses to understand text.
D. The student creates mental images to intensify comprehension by picturing the details to
make the text memorable.
E. The student uses mental images to draw conclusions and make interpretations of the text.
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Asssesment Guide Introduction (cont.)
Marking Conventions Chart
Behavior

Marking Convention

Example

✓ above each word read

✓ ✓ ✓
This is big.

word read above actual word

✓ ✓ bag
This is big.

omission

— (long dash)

✓ —✓
This is big.

insertion

and the inserted word

very
This is big.

substitution

V

repetition of word
(no error)

repetition of phrase
(no error)

self-correction
(no error)

R (one repetition)
R2 (two repetitions)

R with line and arrow
at point where reader returned

SC after error

appeal
(student appeals
for help either
verbally or nonverbally)

R
This is big.

bag/sc
This is big.

A

T

beginning sound
read separately and
then word read correctly

beginning sound above word
followed by mark for correct

©Teacher Created Materials

R
This is big.

A
This is big.

told
(student is asked to
try again but ultimately
must be told the word)
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accurate reading
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T
This is big.

b/✓
This is big.

5

The Skeleton and Muscles (690 words)
Student __________________________________________________ Date ______________
Assessor _________________________________________________
E = errors
page

3

SC = self-corrections

M = meaning

text

S = structure
E

The Skeleton and Muscles

V = visual

SC

cues used
E

SC

MSV

MSV

MSV

MSV

MSV

MSV

MSV

MSV

Imagine that you had no
skeleton or muscles. How would
you stand? How would you
move? How would you throw
a ball, touch your toes, or even
blink your
eyes?

4

The answer is that you could not do any
of those things. You need a skeleton and
muscles to do all the things you want to do.

5

Your skeleton and muscles work
together. They help you keep your shape,
and they allow you to move.

6

All About the Skeleton
If you look at yourself in the
mirror, you can get a good idea of
what your skeleton is like under
your skin.
Bones are inside every part of
your body. Bones connect together
to make your skeleton, and your
skeleton gives you your
size and shape.
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The Skeleton and Muscles
Cut out the pictures. Paste them to match the sentences.

Your skeleton gives you your size and shape.

The skull protects the brain.

Muscles are made of fibers that stretch.

Your tongue is made mainly of muscles.
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Home-School Connections Introduction
Home-School Connections has been designed to accompany and supplement the TIME For Kids
Nonfiction Readers. Each of the readers within the kit has been reproduced in a reduced, black-andwhite form, so that you can create individual readers for each of the students. Also, a parent letter has
been provided to encourage parent support. Send a reader copy and a parent letter home with each
child to foster the reading and learning experiences of the classroom. In this way, the students can also
collect their own libraries of readers.
Class sets of the readers may be photocopied and assembled from the following pages. In order to
assemble your readers, follow these simple instructions.

Assembly Instructions
1. To copy an individual book, make a two-sided photocopy of the relevant pages. (Each book has
been reproduced on six pages printed back-to-back.)
2. Cut along the dotted line across the center of each page.
3. To assemble the book in the correct sequence, place the half page showing the reader’s glossary
(page 24) and title page (page 1) on top of the half showing pages 22 and 3. Place that on top of
the half showing pages 20 and 5. Put that on top of the half showing pages 18 and 7, followed by
the half with pages 16 and 9. Pages 14 and 11 come next, on the bottom of the stack.
4. Fold the six half-sheets in half vertically so that the reader’s cover is facing up and you have made
a book.
5. The new book should read in sequence now: the title page (page 1), the table of contents (page
2), pages 3–23, and the glossary (page 24).
6. Staple the book along the folded edge to keep the sheets together. Your book is now assembled.
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Research-Based Curriculum
TIME For Kids Nonfiction Readers
“The TIME For Kids Nonfiction Readers kits are based on a solid foundation of reading research, recommended
instructional practices, and curriculum standards. The program is designed to provide an easy-to-use format for
teaching important nonfiction content and critical reading skills and strategies. The goal of the program is to help
students develop competence in general reading skills and strategies with informational texts so that they will be
able to understand, interpret, and apply important information from a variety of nonfiction textual sources. The
ultimate aim of the program is to develop students who are independent learners, able to use appropriate
nonfiction material to access and understand information.”—Dr. Timothy Rasinski, Professor of Education and
Director of the Reading and Writing Clinic, Kent State University, Ohio
A wide variety of research supports and documents the theory behind the program. Notable publications that
provide theory, research, teaching practices, and ideas include but are not limited to the following:
Content Area Literacy: An Integrated Approach, John Readance, Thomas Bean, and R. Scott Baldwin
(Kendall/Hunt Publishing Company, 1998)
Content Area Reading and Learning, Diane Lapp, James Flood, and Nancy Farnan (editors)
(Allyn and Bacon, 1996)
Every Child a Reader: The Report of the California Reading Task Force, California Department of
Education (1995)
Exploring the Literature of Fact, Barbara Moss (Guilford, 2003)
Guided Reading: Good First Teaching for All Children, Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
(Heinemann, 1996)
Guiding Readers and Writers (Grades 3-6): Teaching Comprehension, Genre, and Content Literacy,
Irene Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell (Heinemann, 2001)
“Learning with Text in the Primary Grades,” Andrea Guillaume, The Reading Teacher (March, 1998)
Mosaic of Thought: Teaching Reading Comprehension in a Reader's Workshop, Ellin Keene and
Susan Zimmerman (Heinemann, 1997)
Reading Matters, National Education Association Web site (www.nea.org/readingmatters)
“Sharing Informational Text with Young Children,” Ruth Yopp and Hallie Yopp, The Reading Teacher
(February, 2000)
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